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The lack of semantic decomposition of images still makes masked autoencoding (MAE) 
different between vision and language. We explore a potential visual analogue of words, i.e., 
semantic parts, and we integrate semantic information into the training process of MAE by 
proposing a Semantic-Guided Masking strategy. Compared to widely adopted random 
masking, our masking strategy can gradually guide the network to learn various information, 
i.e., from intra-part patterns to inter-part relations.

1.Research Motivation

2.Our Approach

（A）Semantic Part Learning:

We use the Mean squared error (MSE) loss function to optimize such econstruction task:

Moreover, to obtain diverse multiple attention maps, we add a diversity
constraint over attention maps:

The overall objective function can be denoted by:

(B) Semantic-Guided Masking:

We define two masking settings, i.e., 1) mask a portion of patches in each part and 2)
random select some parts to mask (the whole part). The number of
masked patches for each semantic part can be calculated for these two settings. A
interpolation hyper-parameter α is introduced to adjust the weight of two settings. Finally,
we random mask a certain number of patches based on the calculated masking number.

SemMAE consists of two parts: :

3.Summary

In this work, we study the visual analogue of words and propose a semantic-guided
masked autoencoder model to reduce the gap between masked language modeling
and masked image modeling. Our proposed self-supervised semantic part learning
method can generate promising semantic parts on ImageNet and we show that the
learned semantic parts can facilitate the learning of MAE. Unlike the main-stream
random masking strategy, our semantic-guided mask strategy can effectively
integrate semantic information in the pre-training process.
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